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Theory of Tastes è a version of practice theory

Anthony Giddens – Structuration Theory Theodore Schatzki – Practice Theory Pierre Bourdieu– Theory of  Taste / Fields 



Theory of Tastes: assumptions and conceptual 
ingredients 



Rudimentary assumptions:
• Social class 
• People’s tendencies to climb up the social ladder 
• Status games 





“Bourdieu argues that social 
life can be conceived as a 
multidimensional status game 
…” (Holt, 1998)

Climb up the social ladder… 



“Consumption as a site for (re)production of social class boundaries” 
(Holt, 1998: 1)



What does all this have to to with taste? 



“Taste classifies and it classifies the classifier” 
(Pierre Bourdieu)





“Bourdieu offers a theory of social class consonant with social
relations in advanced capitalist societies. Downplaying public
displays of status symbols, Bourdieu emphasizes that status is
continually reproduced as an unintended consequence of social
interaction because all interactions necessarily are classifying
practices; that is, micropolitical acts of status claiming in which
individuals constantly negotiate their reputational positions (see
also Collins 1981; Goffman 1967). Crucial to this process is the
expression of cultural capital embodied in consumer actions.
Rather than accruing distinction from pecuniary rarity or from
elite consensus, Bourdieu argues that cultural capital secures the
respect of others through the consumption of objects that are
ideationally difficult and so can only be consumed by those few
who have acquired the ability to do so.” (Holt 1998: #)



Conceptual ingredients: 

• Theory of tastes as a particular kind of practice theory 
• This means that we make specific assumptions concerning consumers 

(people) and consumer behavior è consumers as status seekers
• We study or examine practices (social interaction)

è Habitus
è Field 
èCapital(s) 

“(Habitus x Capital) + Field = Practice”



Habitus è “structured structuring structure” 

èSocial class background (upper, middle, working) + 
upbringing 

“(Habitus x Capital) + Field = Practice”



Taste exercised “naturally” 

Taste as “Didactic”

“Taste as necessity” 





“(Habitus x Capital) + Field = Practice”

“Arenas of production, circulation, 
and appropriation and exchange of 
goods, services, knowledge, or 
status, and the competitive 
positions held by actors in their 
struggle to accumulate, exchange, 
and monopolize different kinds of 
power resources (capitals).”

Rules of the game 



“(Habitus x Capital) + Field = Practice”

Field of art with its 
subfields

y

Field of fashion 

Field of politics

Field of education 

a b
c Field of high fashion



“(Habitus x Capital) + Field = Practice”

• Economic capital 
• Cultrual capital (high - low)
• Embodied form (i.e., implicit practical knowledges, 
• skills, and dispositions)
• Objectified form (i.e., ownership of material objects)
• Institutional form (i.e., university degrees, diplomas that certify the 

existence of the embodied form)
• Social capital (important for social status within a field) 





• Social practice/situation: fine dining + leuisure field 

• Agents’ habitus: 

• Leo (working class) vs. the rest (upper/affluent class)

• Capitals: 

• Cultural capital: 
• Leo (LCC)
• The rest (HCC)

• Econ capital:
• Leo (LEC)
• The rest (HEC)

Notice the etitiquette over the dinning table (the 
rules): body posture, talk including tone of voice, the  
handling material objects like glasses and so on… 

Becomes more vivid when Leo is asked: how did 
you get here? i.e., where did you get the €€€ è
effectively, hierarchies (status) become apparent



Sparring session





• How taste classifies and it classifies the classifer?
• Consider the field dynamics (what kind of fashion (sub)field are we 

talkinig about here … high fashion vs. fast fashion vs. …) è How is 
the field structured (rules of the game)? 
• Habitus (what is the background of the people in the video?) what 

does it say about them, about their taste?
• Cultural capital and social interaction in the video: how is cultural 

captital deployed by the agents (people) in the video? How are 
objects spoken about?





Subcultures and market research 



Why are subcultures important? 

èAuthentic experience takes place in subcultures 
èSubcultures are considered to be a great source of innovation 
èSubcultures as having distinct culture, values and norms about an 

activity or a consumption practice 
èSubcultures tend to be very hierarchical è the ones with HCC 

sitting at the top and so on… 





Branding related example: 



Lets say you are the brand manager working for the Genelec brand

Market research in order to promote, position (or something else) the Genelec series  
speaker monitors as a go to option among a segment(s) of consumers 



Market research to generate insights!  





Bourdieuian conceptual tools: 

• Field 
• Habitus 
• Cultural capital 

In order to understand a cultural phenomenon, we study them in 
practice 
“Consumption as a site for reproduction of socail class boundaries"

“(Habitus x Capital) + Field = (Consumption) Practice”



The global field of the underground dance club music 

A sub field of the
underground dance club 

culture in Berlin 

A sub field of the
underground dance club 

culture in Helsinki  

A sub field of the
underground dance club 

culture in Amsterdam  
…



Habitus + 
CC+++

Habitus + 
CC++

H + CC+

CC in embodied
CC in objectified
CC in institutional  

Hierarchies
Values + norms 



• CC in embodied form è how they say and what the say about music 
genres and styles 
• è “analogue sound”
• è disposition about other adjacent sub-fields (the mainstream) è CC in 

objectified form 
• Record collections 
• Record releases 
• Other material objects necessary for carrying out the consumption practice

• CC in institutional form 



Insights: 

• To (re)position the brand? 
• To embark in an integrated market communication campaign 
• And so on…



Q&A!


